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Abstract
Let a2 and t2 be two integers. Suppose thatG is a 2-edge-connected graph of order |G|2(t+
1)((a−2)t+a)+ t−1 with minimum degree at least a. ThenG has a 2-edge-connected [a, at]-factor
if every pair of non-adjacent vertices has degree sum at least 2|G|/(1+ t). This lower bound is sharp.
As a consequence, we have Ore-type conditions for the existence of a 2-edge-connected [a, b]-factor
in graphs.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider ﬁnite undirected graphs without multiple edges or loops. Let G be a graph
with vertex set V (G) and edge setE(G). For two vertices x and y ofG, let xy and yx denote
an edge joining x to y. For a subset X of V (G), we writeG[X] for the subgraph ofG induced
by X. For two disjoint subsets A and B of V (G), eG(A,B) denotes the number of the edges
joining A to B. We denote by degG(x) the degree of a vertex x in G and denote by (G)
the minimum degree of G. Let g and f be two integer-valued functions on V (G) such that
g(x)f (x) for all x ∈ V (G). Then a spanning subgraph F of G is called a (g, f )-factor
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if g(x)degF (x)f (x) for all x ∈ V (G). For two integers a and b with 1ab, an
[a, b]-factor of G is deﬁned to be a spanning subgraph F of G such that adegF (x)b
for all x ∈ V (G). An [a, a]-factor is abbreviated to an a-factor.
Many results on (g, f )-(or [a, b]-) factors are known as seen in Ref. [1]. Most of results,
however, do not guarantee the factor to be connected. The problem of determining whether
a graph has a connected (g, f )-factor is NP-complete [4]. Hence, we are interested in non-
trivial sufﬁcient condition for a graph to have a connected (g, f )-factor. A connected factor
is closely related to hamiltonian cycle problems because a hamiltonian cycle can be regarded
as a 2-edge-connected 2-factor. The following theorem is well-known for the existence of
a hamiltonian cycle.
Theorem 1 (Ore [8]). Let G be a graph of order |G|3. If for each pair of non-adjacent
vertices x and y of G,
degG(x)+ degG(y) |G|,
then G has a hamiltonian cycle, i.e., G has a 2-edge-connected 2-factor.
This theorem has lead to many conjectures and theorems concerning cycles and paths. So
one theme to this research concentrates on cycles and paths. Another direction is motivated
by the fact a hamiltonian cycle is a 2-edge-connected 2-factor. In fact, Kouider and Maheo
proved the following theorem, which is a natural extension of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 (Kouider and Maheo [5]). Let k2 be an integer and let G be a 2-edge-
connected graph of order |G|k + 3. Suppose that
degG(x)+ degG(y)
4|G|
2+ k
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of G. Then G has a 2-edge-connected
[2, 2k/2]-factor.
One might ask how two theorems above can be generalized to guarantee the existence
of a 2-edge-connected factor having relatively high degree. The following result is a partial
answer to this question.
Theorem 3 (Cai, Li, and Kano [2,3], Matsuda [7]). Let a2 be an integer and let G be
a graph of order |G|3 with |G|8a − 16 for even |G| and |G|6a − 13 for odd |G|.
Suppose that (G)a and
degG(x)+ degG(y) |G|
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of V (G). Then for each hamiltonian cycle C,
G has an [a, a + 1]-factor containing C.
We prove Ore-type conditions for graphs to have a 2-edge-connected [a, b]-factor.
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2. Main results
Theorem 4. Let a2 and t2 be integers and let G be a 2-edge-connected graph of order
|G|2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a)+ t − 1. Suppose that (G)a and
degG(x)+ degG(y)
2|G|
1+ t (1)
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of G. Then G has a 2-edge-connected [a, at]-
factor.
Condition (1) is best possible in the sense that we cannot replace 2|G|/(1+ t) by 2|G|/
(1+ t)− 1, which is shown in the following example.
Let G be a complete bipartite graph with partite sets A and B such that |A| = m and
|B| = tm+ 1, where m is a sufﬁciently large integer. Then |G| = |A| + |B| = (1+ t)m+ 1
satisﬁes the order condition, and
2|G|
1+ t > degG(x)+ degG(y)= 2m>
2|G|
1+ t − 1
for two non-adjacent vertices x and y in B. However, G has no [a, at]-factor since
at |A|<a|B|.
For a real number r, we use 
r to denote the ﬂoor of r, which is the largest integer
smaller than or equal to r, and also use r to denote the ceiling of r, which is the least
integer greater than or equal to r.
Corollary 5. Let 2a <b be two integers and G a 2-edge-connected graph of order
|G|2(
b/a + 1)((a − 2)
b/a + a)+ 
b/a − 1. Suppose that (G)a and
degG(x)+ degG(y)
2|G|
1+ 
b/a
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of G. Then G has a 2-edge-connected [a, b]-
factor.
Proof of Corollary 5. For the case 
b/a=1,Corollary 5holds byTheorem3. If 
b/a2,
then we can put t = 
b/a in Theorem 4 and hence Corollary 5 is implied by
Theorem 4. 
For two integers a and b with 1a <b, put t =b/a. By t2 and Theorem 4, we have
the following result.
Corollary 6. Let 2a <b be two integers and G a 2-edge-connected graph of order
|G|2(b/a + 1)((a − 2)b/a + a)+ b/a − 1. Suppose that (G)a and
degG(x)+ degG(y)
2|G|
1+ b/a
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of G. Then G has a 2-edge-connected
[a, ab/a]-factor.
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3. Proof of main theorem
Actually, we prove a slightly stronger theorem. Theorem 4 is an immediate corollary of
the following.
Theorem 7. Let a2 and t2 be integers and G a 2-edge-connected graph of order
|G|2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a)+ t − 1. Suppose that (G)a and
degG(x)+ degG(y)
2|G|
1+ t
for each pair of non-adjacent vertices x and y of G. Then G has an [a, at]-factor with the
property that it contains a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-factor.
For the proof of Theorem 7, we depend on the following theorem, which is a necessary
and sufﬁcient condition for a graph to have a (g, f )-factor.
Theorem 8 (Lovász [6]). Let g and f be integer-valued functions on V (G) such that
0g(x)f (x) for all x ∈ V (G). Then a graph G has a (g, f )-factor if and only if
for any two disjoint subsets S and T of V (G),
∑
x∈S
f (x)+
∑
x∈T
(degG−S(x)− g(x))− hG(S, T )0,
where hG(S, T ) denotes the number of components C ofG− (S∪T ) such that g(x)=f (x)
for all x ∈ V (C) and∑x∈V (C)f (x)+ eG(V (C), T ) ≡ 1 (mod 2).
Proof of Theorem 7. For the case a=2,Theorem7 is obtained by setting k=2t inTheorem
2. Hence we may assume that a3. Since degG(x)+degG(y)4|G|/(2+2t) for any two
non-adjacent vertices x and y ofG andG satisﬁes the assumption of Theorem 2 with k=2t ,
G has a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-factor F. We choose a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-factor F
such that the number of vertices with degree two is as small as possible. We shall show the
existence of an [a, at]-factor containing F. Put
H =G− E(F), U =
{
x ∈ V (G) | degG(x)
⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉}
and L= V (G)\U .
We now deﬁne two integer-valued functions on V (G) such that
g(x)=max{a − degF (x), 0} and f (x)= at − degF (x) for all x ∈ V (G).
Note that 0g(x)<f (x) for all x ∈ V (G).
IfH has a (g, f )-factor, then its union with F is a desired factor. By way of contradiction,
we assume thatH has no (g, f )-factor. Then, by Theorem 8, there exist two disjoint subsets
S and T of V (H)= V (G) such that
−1(S, T ) :=
∑
x∈S
f (x)+
∑
x∈T
(degH−S(x)− g(x)).
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We choose such subsets S and T so that |T | is minimum. If T = ∅, then −1(S, T ) =∑
x∈Sf (x)0, a contradiction. Thus |T |1. Suppose that there exists a vertex x ∈ T with
g(x) = 0. Then we obtain −1(S, T \{x}), which contradicts the choice of T. Hence,
g(x)= a − degF (x) for each x ∈ T and
−1(S, T )=
∑
x∈S
f (x)+
∑
x∈T
(degH−S(x)+ degF (x)− a). (2)
Claim 1. degH−S(x)+ degF (x)a − 1 for all x ∈ T .
Proof. If there exists a vertex x ∈ T such that degH−S(x)+ degF (x)a, then the subsets
S and T \{x} satisfy (2), which contradicts the choice of T. 
Claim 2. G[L] is a complete graph.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of L, we have degG(x) + degG(y)< 2|G|/(1 + t) for any two
vertices x, y ∈ L. Hence, xy ∈ E(G). 
Claim 3. |S|1.
Proof. If S = ∅, then by (2) we obtain −1∑x∈T (degH (x) + degF (x) − a) =∑
x∈T (degG(x)− a)
∑
x∈T ((G)− a)0, which is a contradiction. 
Claim 4. |T |(a − 2)t + 1.
Proof. Suppose that |T |(a−2)t . Since |S|+degH−S(x)+degF (x)degG(x)(G)a
for all x ∈ T , it follows from (2) that
−1(S, T )(a − 2)t |S| +
∑
x∈T
(degH−S(x)+ degF (x)− a)

∑
x∈T
(|S| + degH−S(x)+ degF (x)− a)0.
This is a contradiction. 
Claim 5. T ∩ U = ∅.
Proof. Suppose that T ⊆ L. By Claims 1 and 2, we have |T |a. This inequality together
with Claim 4 yields a |T |(a − 2)t + 12a − 3, which means |T | = a = 3. By a = 3,
Claim 1, and (F )2, we obtain degH−S(x)+ degF (x)= 2 for all x ∈ T , which implies
degH−S(x)= 0 and degF (x)= 2. ThusE(H [T ])=∅. Since |T |= 3 andG[T ] is complete,
all the edges of F incident to the vertices in T are contained in E(G[T ]). This contradicts
the fact that F is connected. Hence our claim is proved. 
Claim 6. |S||G|/(1+ t) − 1.
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Proof. Suppose that |S||G|/(1 + t). Since degH−S(x) + degF (x)(F )2 for all
x ∈ T , we have
−1(S, T )(a − 2)t |S| +
∑
x∈T
(degH−S(x)+ degF (x)− a)
(a − 2)t |S| + (2− a)|T |
(a − 2)t |S| + (2− a)(|G| − |S|)
= (a − 2)(1+ t)|S| − (a − 2)|G|
(a − 2)(1+ t)
⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− (a − 2)|G|0,
which is a contradiction. 
Now put TU = T ∩ U , TL = T ∩ L, and
T2 = {x ∈ T | degH−S(x)= 0 and degF (x)= 2}.
Clearly, |TU |1 holds byClaim 5, and degH−S(x)+degF (x)degG(x)−|S| for all x ∈ T .
In order to complete the proof, we consider three cases.
Case 1. |S||G|/(1+ t) − 3.
Since |G|/(1+ t) − |S|degH−S(x)+ degF (x)a − 1 for each x ∈ TU , we obtain⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− |S| − a − 1.
On the other hand, it follows fromClaims 1 and 2 that a−1degH−S(x)+degF (x) |TL|−
1 for all x ∈ TL, which implies |TL|a.
By (2), |G|> 2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a), |TL|a, a3, and t2, we obtain
−1(S, T )(a − 2)t |S| +
(⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− |S| − a
)
|TU | + (2− a)|TL|
(a − 2)t |S| +
(⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− |S| − a
)
(|G| − |S| − |TL|)+ (2− a)|TL|
=
(⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− 3− |S|
)
(|G| − |S| − (a − 2)t − a + 3− |TL|)
+ ((a − 2)t + a − 3)
⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− (a − 3)|G| − 3((a − 2)t + a − 3)− |TL|
((a − 3)(t + 1)+ t) |G|
1+ t − (a − 3)|G| − 3(a − 2)t − 4a + 9
= t |G|
1+ t − 3(a − 2)t − 4a + 9> 0.
This is a contradiction. 
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Case 2. |S| = |G|/(1+ t) − 2.
We ﬁrst show |T2∩TU | |G|−2|S|. If T2∩TU =∅, then this inequality is true. Suppose
that there exists a vertex u ∈ T2 ∩ TU such that NH(u) ∩ S = S. Then eH (u, S)< |S|
and hence degG(u)= degH−S(u)+ degF (u)+ eH (u, S)< 2 + |S| = |G|/(1+ t). This
contradicts u ∈ TU . Consequently, we have S ⊆ NH(u) for any u ∈ T2 ∩ TU and therefore
eF (T2 ∩ TU , S) = 0. If there exists a vertex s ∈ S such that degF (s)< 2t , then for each
u ∈ T2∩TU ,F+su is a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-factor, which has fewer vertices of degree
two than F. This contradicts the choice of F. Thus degF (s) = 2t for all s ∈ S. Moreover,
if there exist two vertices s1, s2 ∈ S such that s1s2 ∈ E(F), then F − s1s2 + s1u + s2u
contradicts the choice of F. Thus, we have E(F [S])= ∅. Counting the number of edges in
E(F) joining S to G− S − (T2 ∩ TU), we obtain
eF (S,G− S − (T2 ∩ TU))= 2t |S|. (3)
On the other hand,
eF (G− S − (T2 ∩ TU), S)2t (|G| − |S| − |T2 ∩ TU |). (4)
Combining (3) and (4), we have
|T2 ∩ TU | |G| − 2|S| (5)
as desired. For x ∈ T2∩TL, by Claim 2, we obtain |T2∩TL|−1degH−S(x)+degF (x)=2,
which implies |T2 ∩ TL|3. Using (2) and (5), |G|2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a)+ t − 1, and
t2, we have
−1(S, T )(a − 2)t |S| + (3− a)|T | − |T2 ∩ TU | − |T2 ∩ TL|
(a − 2)t |S| + (3− a)(|G| − |S|)− (|G| − 2|S|)− 3
= ((a − 2)(t + 1)+ 1)|S| − (a − 2)|G| − 3
= ((a − 2)(t + 1)+ 1)
(⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
− 2
)
− (a − 2)|G| − 3
((a − 2)(t + 1)+ 1)
( |G|
1+ t − 2
)
− (a − 2)|G| − 3
= |G|
1+ t − 2(a − 2)t − 2a − 1 −
2
t + 1 >− 1.
This is a contradiction. 
Case 3. |S| = |G|/(1+ t) − 1.
In this case, we ﬁrst show
|T2 ∩ TU | 2t (|G| − 2|S|)2t − 1 . (6)
If T2 ∩ TU = ∅, then this inequality holds. Suppose that there exists a vertex u ∈ T2 ∩ TU
such that eF (u, S)= 2. ThenNG(u) ⊆ S and thus degG(u) |S| = |G|/(1+ t)− 1. This
contradicts u ∈ TU . Hence eF (u, S)1 for all u ∈ T2 ∩ TU .
In order to obtain inequality (6), we deal with two subcases.
Subcase 3.1. There exists a vertex u ∈ T2 ∩ TU such that eF (u, S)= 1.
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By the deﬁnition of T2 andF, we have eF (u,G−S)=1 and degH−S(u)=0. Consequently
S ⊆ NG(u); otherwise degG(u)=degH−S(u)+degF (u)+eH (u, S)=degF (u)+eH (u, S)=
eF (u,G− S)+ eF (u, S)+ eH (u, S)= 1+ eG(u, S)1+ |S| − 1= |G|/(1+ t) − 1,
which contradicts u ∈ TU .
We consider two subcases (A) and (B).
(A) Suppose ﬁrst that there exist at least two vertices u1, u2 ∈ T2 ∩ TU such that
eF (u1, S)= eF (u2, S)= 1 and u1s1, u2s2 ∈ E(F), where s1, s2 ∈ S and s1 = s2. Note that
S ⊆ NG(u1) and S ⊆ NG(u2). We claim that
degF (s)= 2t for each s ∈ S and E(F [S])= ∅. (7)
If there exists s ∈ S\{s1} with degF (s)< 2t , then F + su1 is a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-
factor which has fewer vertices of degree two than F. This contradicts the choice of F. Thus
degF (s)= 2t for all s ∈ S\{s1}. Furthermore, we have degF (s1)= 2t ; otherwise F + s1u2
contradicts the choice of F. Therefore degF (s)= 2t holds for each s ∈ S.
Suppose that there exist two vertices s′, s′′ ∈ S such that s′s′′ ∈ E(F). If s1s2 ∈ E(F),
then F − s1s2 + s1u2 + s2u1 contradicts the choice of F. Hence {s′, s′′} = {s1, s2}. If
{s′, s′′} ⊆ S\{s1, s2}, then F − s′s′′ + s′u1+ s′′u1 contradicts the choice of F. If s′ = s1 and
s′′ = s2 (resp. s′ = s1 and s′′=s2), thenF−s′s′′+s′u2+s′′u2 (resp.F−s′s′′+s′u1+s′′u1)
contradicts the choice of F. This yields E(F [S])= ∅.
By (7) and eF (u, S)1 for all u ∈ T2 ∩ TU , we obtain
eF (S, G− S − (T2 ∩ TU))2t |S| − eF (S, T2 ∩ TU)2t |S| − |T2 ∩ TU |. (8)
On the other hand,
eF (G− S − (T2 ∩ TU), S)2t (|G| − |S| − |T2 ∩ TU |). (9)
Combining (8) and (9), we have inequality (6).
(B) Next, we must consider the case NF (u) ∩ S = {s1} for all the vertices u ∈ T2 ∩ TU
with eF (u, S) = 1. If there exists a vertex s ∈ S\{s1} with degF (s)< 2t , then F + su
is a 2-edge-connected [2, 2t]-factor which has fewer vertices of degree two than F. This
contradicts the choice of F. Thus degF (s)= 2t for all s ∈ S\{s1}. If there exist two vertices
s′, s′′ ∈ S\{s1} such that s′s′′ ∈ E(F), then F − s′s′′ + s′u+ s′′u contradicts the choice of
F. This yields E(F [S\{s1}])= ∅. Therefore, we obtain
eF (S, G− S − (T2 ∩ TU))eF (S\{s1}, G− S − (T2 ∩ TU))
2t |S\{s1}| − eF (S\{s1}, s1)
2t (|S| − 1)− degF (s1)2t |S| − 4t . (10)
On the other hand,
eF (G− S − (T2 ∩ TU), S)2t (|G| − |S| − |T2 ∩ TU |). (11)
By (10) and (11), we have |T2 ∩ TU | |G| − 2|S| + 2. This inequality together with |G|
2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a)+ t − 1 implies
|T2 ∩ TU | |G| − 2|S| + 2< 2t (|G| − 2|S|)2t − 1 .
Consequently, (6) holds in this subcase.
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Subcase 3.2. eF (u, S)= 0 for all u ∈ T2 ∩ TU .
For all u ∈ T2 ∩ TU , we have⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
degG(u) |S| + degH−S(u)+ degF (u)=
⌈ |G|
1+ t
⌉
+ 1.
If there exists u ∈ T2 ∩ TU such that degG(u) = |G|/(1 + t) + 1, then we can deduce
|T2∩TU | |G|−2|S| by using the argument in Case 2. Hence, wemay assume that for each
u ∈ T2∩TU , degG(u)=|G|/(1+ t) and |NG(u)∩S|=|S|−1. Let s′′ ∈ S\NG(u). By the
argument in Subcase 3.1, we obtain degF (s)=2t for all s ∈ S\{s′′}, andE(F [S\{s′′}])=∅.
Therefore, we obtain
eF (S,G− S − (T2 ∩ TU))2t |S\{s′′}| − eF (S\{s′′}, s′′)
2t (|S| − 1)− degF (s′′). (12)
On the other hand,
eF (G− S − (T2 ∩ TU), S)2t (|G| − |S| − |T2 ∩ TU |). (13)
Combining (12) with (13), we have
|T2 ∩ TU | |G| − 2|S| + 1+ degF (s
′′)
2t
 |G| − 2|S| + 2< 2t (|G| − 2|S|)
2t − 1 .
Hence, inequality (6) holds.
We now deduce a contradiction by using (2) and (6).
For each x ∈ T2∩TL, we obtain byClaim 2 that |T2∩TL|−1degH−S(x)+degF (x)=2,
which implies |T2 ∩ TL|3. Thus,
−1(a − 2)t |S| + (3− a)|T | − |T2 ∩ TU | − |T2 ∩ TL|
(a − 2)t |S| + (3− a)(|G| − |S|)− 2t (|G| − 2|S|)
2t − 1 − 3
=
(
(a − 2)(t + 1)+ 1+ 2
2t − 1
)
|S| −
(
a − 2+ 1
2t − 1
)
|G| − 3

(
(a − 2)(t + 1)+ 1+ 2
2t − 1
)( |G|
1+ t − 1
)
−
(
a − 2+ 1
2t − 1
)
|G| − 3
= t |G|
(2t − 1)(t + 1) − (a − 2)(t + 1)− 4−
2
2t − 1 >− 1
since |G|2(t + 1)((a − 2)t + a)+ t − 1 and a3. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, H has a (g, f )-factor, and hence its union with F is a desired factor. Finally,
the theorem is proved. 
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